In the low temperature phase of the square Ising model, we describe the inverse temperature β as the function of a squared mass M and study the critical behavior of β (M) via the large M expansion. Using the δ -expansion by which the large mass expansion is transformed into a series exhibiting expected scaling behavior, we perform the estimation of the critical inverse temperature β c with the help of linear differential equation to be satisfied by ansatz of β (M) near the critical point M = 0. To improve the estimation, the leading correction exponent ν is independently estimated from β (2) /β (1) and is used in the estimation of β c , giving rise to remarkable accuracy improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
The δ expansion introduced in ref. [1] has been applied to various models and developed to the level of being effective in the estimation of critical exponents in the cubic Ising model [2] . Due to the space-time discretization, the field theoretic and condensed matter models share a similar form of the action and allow similar calculation methods. The Boltzmann weight usually takes the form of exp(−β H) where H means the energy function in Euclidean lattice and β stands for the inverse bare coupling for field theory models or inverse temperature in condensed matter models.
In models where there are separated phases, the play ground of the δ expansion has limited so far to the region of small β < β c where β c denotes the critical inverse temperature (or critical inverse coupling). In the present paper, we consider for the first time the application of the δ expansion method to the system in the low temperature phase. As an explicit example, we take up two dimensional square Ising model. The square Ising model has a long history due to Ising, Onsager, Yang and Lee, and many successors [3] . Making use of exact and related results, we explore the δ -expansion applied to a new arena of low temperature phase. In this article, we confine ourselves with the very basic points of δ -expansion such as the estimation of ν and β c from the low temperature expansion. In particular, we place emphasis on the investigation how to use ν to be independently estimated for the improvement of β c estimate.
This article is organized as follows: In section II, we prepare the estimation task by presenting low temperature expansion and basic strategy of our approach. In section III, we turn to the explicit estimation of β c and the exponent ν. We make an effort to improve the accuracy of β c estimation. In section IV, we summarize this work. * yamada.hirofumi@it-chiba.ac.jp
II. LOW TEMPERATURE EXPANSION AND BASIC STRATEGY FOR THE ESTIMATION
The square Ising model is controlled by the Boltzman weight
where the spin variable s n ∈ {+1, −1} is on the site n connected to compose square lattice system. Here, < i, j > means that the site i and j are nearest neighbor pair and the summation should be taken over all nearest neighbor pairs. As in the high temperature phase, the squared mass is extracted from the two-point function at large enough separation. At low temperature, there is non-vanishing magnetization per site M =< s 0 > and the two point function fluctuates around M 2 . At present, the large separation limit of the fluctuation is explicitly known for the cases where the two sites are on diagonal or parallel lines to axes [3, 4] . Here, we employ the later case as was considered in ref. [5] . The correlation length ξ of the fluctuation is then known as [3, 4] 
At low enough temperatures, ξ −1 = 2β − 2e −2β − 2e −6β /3 + · · ·. Since for the application of δ -expansion the corresponding mass squared M proves to be convenient than ξ , we use M defined by [6] 
From (2.2) and (2.3), the squared mass M can be expanded as M = e 2β − 4 + 3e −2β + 4e −6β + 4e −10β + · · ·. Then, inversion gives
This is the large mass expansion at low temperature. A difference compared to the high temperature case: As the leading contribution, there exists a logarithmic term of the mass squared.
The behavior of β (M) near the critical point β c = log(1 + √ 2)/2, given from (2.2) by solving ξ −1 = 0, is easily derived from (2.2) and (2.3). The result of expansion provides
where R denotes the analytic back ground given by
From the definition of the critical exponent ν, ξ ∼ (β − β c ) ν and β − β c ∼ M 1/2ν . Then, we find from (2.5) that ν = 1. Our motivation of recent series of works is to open a new way of quantitative computational method of critical behaviors from simply accessible series expansions, such as high and low temperature expansions. The δ -expansion [1, 5] plays here a key role of handling the series and enables estimation of critical quantities. Suppose a given truncated expansion of f (M) to the order N, f (M) = ∑ N n=0 a n (1/M) n . Minimal result of δ -expansion needed in this study is that it induces transformation summarized as
where
. 
The coefficients are dependent on the truncation order N. For many examples investigated so far, it is numerically verified thatf (t) recovers in its effective region the small M behavior of f (M) [7] . In the low temperature phase, β (M) at large M involves log M as shown in (2.4). The transformation rule of the logarithmic function can also be drawn from (2.7). For instance, putting λ = ε, expanding in ε, and the comparison of coefficients of ε in the result, we find
In what follows we use notation f > for the series expansion of f at large M. Expansion at small M is denoted as f < . Transformed series obeys the same notations. For instance, we obtain Suppose we have no information on the exponents and let
Here, the set of exponents {p n } is the subset of {λ n } obtained from removing the integer ones (Note that
Truncating the summation at order K in (2.12), resulting se-
In this linear differential equation (LDE), the highest derivative order is K. If the transformed functionβ
shows the expected scaling, it is allowed to substituteβ
< included in the above LDE. Now, in reality, LDE is only valid locally around a certain t due to the truncation of the expansion. Then, at te ε in the neighborhood of t, we have an expansion,
Good adjustment of values of unknown exponents p 1 , p 2 , · · · should make LDE be approximately valid in a wide region of a plateau and the plateau indicates β c . Thus, we employ an extended version of the principle of minimum sensitivity [8] (PMS) to fix exponents and t at which β c is estimated. The extended PMS reads 
This is a basic strategy to be used in our approach. Similar approach will be taken for the estimation of ν and the improved estimation of β c , which shall be explored in later.
III. ESTIMATION
A. Naive estimation of β c
In this subsection, we present estimation study in the manner detailed in the previous section. In the protocol, we deal introduced exponents as adjustable ones to satisfy the extended PMS condition, which was adopted in [9] . We here call this protocol as the naive protocol.
Number of exponents in ansatz (2.12) agrees with the order K of LDE (kLDE) to be imposed. At 1LDE, we use ansatz
Then, we first consider
This set of LDEs includes derivatives to the 3rd order. By the substitution ofβ > (t) intoβ < (t), we obtain the solution of the set (t * ; p * 1 ). For some details on the estimation process, see [5, 9] . Then, by the substitution of the set (t * ; p * 1 ) into the lefthand-side of [1 + p
, we obtain the estimation of β c as suggested in (2.16). We also performed for 2-and 3-parameter ansatze the same estimation protocol to the 50th order. The result is depicted in FIG. 2 and summarized in Table I .
The behavior of the left-hand-side of LDE showing scaling sets in at some order depending the number of exponent parameters of ansatz (in this context, see [5, 9] ). At K = 1, it is no sharp transition for odd orders. For even orders, rough scaling behavior begins to appear from 6th order. At K = 2, the onset orders are 11th for odd order and 14th for even order. At K = 3, the orders are 19th for odd and 22th for even orders. As expected, increasing number of terms in the ansatz improves the accuracy. However, reliability of estimates for each K actually depends on the order N of large mass expansion, as suggested just before by the concerned function's behaviors. Though the convergence to the exact value of β c is strongly indicated at least with 2-and 3-parameters, we like to improve the accuracy. As in the high temperature case demonstrated in ref. [5] , we turn to the estimation of ν and then revisit estimation of β c under the bias of the estimated ν.
B. Estimation of ν
As long as the order N of large mass expansion is large enough, the additional estimation of ν = (2p 1 ) −1 is effective in the naive estimation presented just before. However, accurate value is not obtained at moderate orders. We expect that if one is able to obtain more accurate value of p 1 in the independent way via an appropriate other function, it would help to estimate β c since the leading correction t −p 1 is effectively subtracted in LDE. To resolve the problem, it proves convenient to consider the function β (2) /β (1) =: f β where
. From (2.5), we find the critical behavior
2)
The exponent p 1 appears as the leading term of constant and its estimation may become accurate. Writing ansatz as f β < (M) = p 1 + ∑ k=1 B k M q k , we obtain its δ -expansion as
The truncated series at t −q K satisfies the following LDE, As in the previous section, the above LDE should be valid at certain t and the estimation of p 1 needs the optimal set (t * ; q * 1 , · · · , q * K ). The set is determined by the extended PMS. Now we attempt to estimate p 1 from the large mass expansion obtained from (2.4)
We substitutef β > intof β < in the derivatives of (3.4),
. The solution determines the optimal set (t * ; q * 1 , · · · , q * K ) and the substitution into (3.4) provides p 1 estimate. The result is depicted in FIG. 3 and summarized in Table II. The quality of the series off β is lower than that ofβ . In the 1-parameter ansatz, the orders at which the solution (t * ; q * 1 ) is found at the rough scaling region (we call such solution as proper) are 17th for odd order and 20th for even order. In the 2-parameter ansatz, the behavior characteristic to 2-parameter ansatz appears at 19th (for odd ) and 20th (for even) orders and proper solution sets in from 27th (for odd) and 30th (for even) in the 3-parameter ansatz.
This quality difference affects the accuracy of estimate at low orders. For given same orders, the estimate fromf β is slightly more accurate than the estimate fromβ . As the order grows, the estimate fromf β is more and more improved. As for the relation of accuracy with number of parameters, the positive correlation is clearly confirmed. In conclusion, this experiment proved that estimation of critical exponent ν is better in f β .
C. Improved estimation of β c
In this subsection we like to investigate experimentally the best way to estimate β c . In addition to the naive way presented in the former, we here examine two ways: ansatz. For instance, at K = 2, we simply substitute p 1 = 1/2, p 2 = 3/2 and at K = 3, substitute in addition p 3 = 5/2. This prescription supplies us the standard reference of the estimation accuracy.
As shown in FIG. 4 , in 1-parameter cases, both of the prescriptions (i) and (ii) provide better estimates compared to the naive one and (i) yields the best one among all three prescriptions. In 2 parameter cases, we first note that used p 1 value is the one from 2-parameter ansatz off < ( see FIG. 5 ). The result is that the whole trend is same as that of 1-parameter ansatz. Still we note that the prescription (i) becomes the best one from 22nd order. In 3-parameter cases, we have examined two versions of the prescription (i). One is to use p 1 from 2-parameter ansatz off < and the other from 3-parameter ansatz off < . In the later case, stable estimation sets in from 30th order ( see FIG. 6 ). In 2-and 3-parameter ansatz, the prescrip- tions (i) and (ii) resulted in competing estimates and Table III is necessary for detailed discussion.
From Table III , we find in 2-parameter case that from moderate orders or as the order growing to higher, the best estimation is realized in the prescription (i) where p * 1 at K ν = 2 is substituted and p 2 is adjusted to satisfy extended PMS. Also in 3-parameter case, similar trend is observed, though 50th order is exceptional. Though rigid reasoning is not known to us, we can conclude that the best estimation does not come from the substitution of the exact exponents in the ansatz, and the use of the leading exponent value obtained fromf β with extended PMS to adjust the rest and higher order exponents provided best results.
IV. SUMMARY
We have carried through a basic task of estimating critical quantities ν and β c . First we have demonstrated that the large mass expansion with δ -expansion works also at the low temperature phase. In addition, we have examined that the prescription (i), the substitution of the leading correction exponent p 1 = 1/(2ν) estimated withf β under extended PMS, provided better value of β c than naive estimation of β c with extended PMS. Moreover, (i)-prescription results in better estimate than the prescription where the exact exponents in the ansatz is used. This would shed light on an accurate estimation of β c in the cubic model in the approach of ref. [2] .
Encouraged with the results so far, it is of interest to attempt computation of the exponent of spontaneous magnetization M in the present approach and additional estimation of other critical quantities from low temperature phase. By these further studies on the method of large mass expansion with δ -expansion, its full aspects and power will be grasped. Such a through examination may stimulate the improvement of the method and help us to apply the method to more complicated and interesting physics models. 
